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Introduction
Monitoring industry experience (mortality, morbidity, lapses) is a key
objective for Munich Re’s North American biometric research team.
We hope to stimulate discussions with our business partners and
across the insurance industry by sharing our key findings. We believe
these discussions will lead to a better understanding of the emerging
experience and its importance in assessing the underlying risk.
This paper is the third in a series looking at the data provided by
the most recent Individual Life Insurance Mortality Report from
the Individual Life Experience Committee (ILEC) of the Society of
Actuaries. However, this paper is the first to include the latest 2014-15
calendar year ILEC data, which supplemented the prior 2009-13 study.
Earlier papers explored preferred wear-off, post-level term mortality
(click here) and variation in the underlying experience by the number
of preferred classes and type of product (click here). This paper will
further expand upon experience by product type, with a specific
focus on universal life and how it compares to its term and whole life
predecessors. Before diving into the experience, it is important to
be familiar with the history of these products and to understand the
market conditions during the time period when they were sold and
why they appealed to so many policyholders.
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The Rise of Universal Life
Life insurance companies experienced a difficult period
during the late 1970s and early 1980s when the United
States was experiencing a period of historically high
interest rates.1 At the time, yields on new investments
were significantly higher than the portfolio rates credited
on whole life cash value products. Policyholders began
surrendering their whole life products in order to invest
the cash value in the high yielding bond market.2 This, in
turn, put downward pressure on term premium rates as
these same policyholders replaced their whole life coverage
with term insurance, materially increasing the number
of new applications in the term insurance market. In
order to maintain market share, companies repriced their
term products on a continual basis, with rates spiraling
downward. Term lapse rates began to rise significantly as
healthy individuals were re-underwritten each year in order
to take advantage of the new, lower premium rates.3
Insurance companies became concerned that there would
be a significant shift in invested assets from cash value
insurance products to the financial markets, potentially
leading to liquidity and solvency pressures.4
This is the genesis of the universal life (UL) product. At the
time, it was seen as a potential solution to these market
conditions. As a hybrid product, it combined the benefits
of illustrating high investment returns with charging
competitive term insurance rates in the early years.4
Compared to whole life, the universal life design was touted
widely as being “transparent,” where the policyowner could
see all the factors that determined their UL account value:

premiums received, interest credited, deductions from
premium loads, administrative fees and cost of insurance
(COI) charges.5 Furthermore, UL insurers were able to
illustrate using rates of interest significantly higher than the
dividend interest rates embedded in whole life policies in the
early 1980s. As such, market share quickly began to migrate
from whole life to universal life, as shown in Graph 1.
Several years later, as interest rates began to decline
in the mid 1980s, so did the non-guaranteed returns
of the universal life policies. Eventually, earned rates
reached the guaranteed minimum rates specified in these
policies, which were approximately 4-5%5 (see Graph 2).
Account values started to deviate significantly from policy
illustrations. In addition, the investment returns on the
account values were not enough to cover the increases in
cost of insurance charges, and policyholders were required
to pay substantially more premiums in order to keep the
policies in force.6 This resulted in reputational challenges
for the life insurance industry including multiple “class
action lawsuits and individual litigation claiming the
insurance companies had used unrealistic projections of
future interest rates in their illustrations.”7 This led to lower
persistency and subsequent deterioration in mortality
experience for life insurance companies.

Persistency and Mortality
In our proprietary studies, we have observed that lapse
experience for these first-generation universal life products,
sold in the 1980s and 1990s, has been higher than lapse
experience on whole life products. While whole life lapses
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trend down towards an ultimate lapse rate, the higher
universal life lapse experience starts as early as duration 10
for some portfolios and continues to increase as time goes
on. This timing is not surprising, given that a UL surrender
charge ”generally declines to zero over 10 to 15 years and
allows the insurer to recover first year commissions and
other acquisition expenses out of subsequent margins.”5
Concurrent with this lapse deviation, we also observed
a corresponding increase in UL mortality that can be

approximated using Duke’s MacDonald methods where the
anti-selective lapse factor is set equal to the excess of the
universal life lapse rates over the whole life lapse rates with
a near 100% effectiveness assumption.
This same phenomenon continues into later durations and
can be observed in the 2009-2015 ILEC data. Graph 3 shows
the mortality A/E for universal life and whole life products
for key insurance ages from the 1984-1989 sales cohort.8
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Industry Response and Today
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earlier UL products.
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Note: The ILEC data files can be found at https://www.
soa.org/resources/research-reports/2019/2009-2015individual-life-mortality/
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